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Figure 1. From DXA scans we learn to predict the skeleton from the body surface. Left: input DXA soft tissue and bone images; body and
skeleton shapes fit to the images; bones predicted from the skin; overlay. Right: predicted OSSO skeletons from RenderPeople [28] scans.

Abstract

We address the problem of inferring the anatomic skele-
ton of a person, in an arbitrary pose, from the 3D surface of
the body; i.e. we predict the inside (bones) from the outside
(skin). This has many applications in medicine and biome-
chanics. Existing state-of-the-art biomechanical skeletons
are detailed but do not easily generalize to new subjects.
Additionally, computer vision and graphics methods that
predict skeletons are typically heuristic, not learned from
data, do not leverage the full 3D body surface, and are
not validated against ground truth. To our knowledge, our
system, called OSSO (Obtaining Skeletal Shape from Out-
side), is the first to learn the mapping from the 3D body
surface to the internal skeleton from real data. We do so
using 1000 male and 1000 female dual-energy X-ray ab-
sorptiometry (DXA) scans. To these, we fit a parametric 3D
body shape model (STAR) to capture the body surface and
a novel part-based 3D skeleton model to capture the bones.
This provides inside/outside training pairs. We model the
statistical variation of full skeletons using PCA in a pose-
normalized space and train a regressor from body shape pa-
rameters to skeleton shape parameters. Given an arbitrary
3D body shape and pose, OSSO predicts a realistic skeleton
inside. In contrast to previous work, we evaluate the accu-

racy of the skeleton shape quantitatively on held out DXA
scans, outperforming the state-of-the art. We also show 3D
skeleton prediction from varied and challenging 3D bodies.
The code to infer a skeleton from a body shape is available
at https://osso.is.tue.mpg.de, and the dataset
of paired outer surface (skin) and skeleton (bone) meshes
is available as a Biobank Returned Dataset. This research
has been conducted using the UK Biobank Resource.

1. Introduction

The estimation of 3D human pose and shape (HPS) from
images, video, and other data sources is widely studied and
has many applications. Current methods for HPS exploit
detailed models of the visible surface of the human body
learned from 3D scans. While the surface shape is accu-
rate, these models are all based on a “skeleton” that only
approximately models the kinematic structure of the body
using a small number of linear segments with ball joints.
While these simplified skeletons are useful for the anima-
tion of virtual characters and action recognition, they are not
appropriate for applications in medicine and biomechanics.
Moreover, each 3D body model defines its own kinematic
skeleton; transferring 3D pose information between them
often requires optimization and introduces errors. To be
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more widely relevant, HPS methods need to output a skele-
ton that corresponds to the true, anatomic, human skeleton.
No statistical body model exists that captures both the de-
tailed outer surface of the body and the anatomic skeletal
structure inside. The key problem is the lack of paired data
capturing the inside and outside of the body.

In this work, we address the problem of inferring the hu-
man anatomic skeleton, i.e. the bone shapes and locations,
solely from surface observations. That is, we infer the bones
from the skin. To that end, we learn a statistical model of
the skeleton shape and its correlation with the skin surface
(Fig. 1 left). Given a posed body, our method predicts the
skeleton from the body shape, and poses it inside subject to
anatomic constraints (Fig. 1 right).

Anatomic body models with skin and bones are impor-
tant in computer graphics, medicine and biomechanics, en-
abling realistic animation of the body anatomy and phys-
ical simulation of body motion. Existing state-of-the-art
anatomic models [8,9,21,33] represent different body parts:
skin, muscles, organs, skeleton. They are mainly devel-
oped for sports, health applications or educational purposes.
While very detailed, they don’t generalize easily to new
subjects. Graphics-oriented anatomic skeletons [1,4,15,43]
can deform the individual bones with simple geometric
transformations (e.g. scale or affine) and can be fit to new
subjects. However, these deformations lack anatomic real-
ism relative to actual skeletons. We argue that this realism
can be improved using a data-driven strategy.

In computer vision, 3D statistical shape models of the
human body are widely used [3, 20, 23, 41]. These have
two elements in common: they model the human external
shape, i.e. the skin surface, and they are learned from data.
Using thousands of 3D scans, these models capture the sta-
tistical variability of the human body shape. Here we use
STAR [23], because it has a richer shape representation than
SMPL [20]. Such models, however, employ a simplified
kinematic skeleton and joints. While they can be readily in-
ferred from data, the idealized skeletal structure means that
they cannot be used for applications in biomechanics.

To address these issues, we take a data-driven approach
and learn a statistical skeleton shape model, as well as the
mapping from body shape to this skeleton model. Our
method, OSSO (Obtaining Skeletal Shape from Outside),
takes a STAR model instance of any shape and pose, and
estimates its corresponding skeleton. The skeleton can then
be animated by reposing the STAR model.

The key problem, however, is obtaining training data that
simultaneously gives the inside and outside of the body in
3D. Most imaging technologies that simultaneously capture
the inside and outside of the body use ionizing radiation,
which is harmful to humans; e.g. Computed Tomography
(CT) and X-rays. This means that such data is extremely
limited, preventing learning-based methods. Our insight is

Figure 2. Top: Pairs of soft tissue (IS) and bone (IB) DXA im-
ages. Bottom: Computed skin (MS) and bone (MB) masks.

to use dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) data. DXA
scans use low-dose X-rays to measure bone mineral density
and body fat composition. The radiation level is so low that
it is certified to be used on healthy patients for clinical stud-
ies, such as the UK Biobank [36]. In a DXA scan, two im-
ages are computed by combining two different energy lev-
els: a soft-tissue image IS and a bone image IB (Fig. 2). In
IS the silhouette of the body can clearly be seen, whereas
IB reveals the structure and shape of the bones.

Unfortunately, DXA does not produce 3D data. Conse-
quently, we fit the STAR body model to the soft-tissue im-
age to obtain an estimate of the outer 3D body surface. We
also employ a constrained part-based fitting method to fit
bones to the DXA bone image. These then provide pairs of
inside and outside data for training. We use 1200 male and
1200 female DXA images from UK Biobank [36], which
we split into training and evaluation sets. From the training
set we learn skeletal shape variation and the mapping from
outside to inside. Given a new body shape and pose, OSSO
reposes the body to a canonical pose and predicts the skele-
ton inside. It then reposes the skeleton to the input pose,
subject to various anatomic constraints. With ground truth
DXA scans, we validate the reposing in lying down poses
and show that OSSO outperforms Anatomy Transfer [1].
We also demonstrate the use of OSSO by estimating skele-
tons for a variety of body shapes and poses.

OSSO makes the following contributions: (1) We fit a
3D body model to DXA images to obtain 3D body shape.
(2) We fit a collection of bones to DXA images using a va-
riety of constraints. (3) We learn a statistical (PCA) model
of skeleton shape variation, capturing correlations between



bones. (4) We learn a mapping from external body shape to
internal skeleton shape. (5) Given a 3D body in any pose,
we repose the body, predict the skeleton, and repose under
physical constraints to obtain a plausible posed skeleton. (6)
We demonstrate superior performance to other approaches,
validated on DXA imagery. (7) We show varied reposing
results for 3D bodies estimated from 3D scans. (8) Infer-
ence code is available for research purposes. (9) The paired
outer surfaces (skin) and skeleton (bone) meshes are made
available as a Biobank Returned Dataset.

In summary, OSSO provides a data-driven approach to
enrich 3D human pose and shape estimation with skeletal
information. This is a step towards biomechanics in the
wild. Methods that estimate models like SMPL or STAR
from images and video can immediately use OSSO to es-
timate the skeletal structure. While many methods provide
some sort of visually appealing skeleton, our work is the
first to learn and validate such a skeleton based on data of
the inside and the outside of the body.

2. Related Work
We review work on data-driven skin and bones models,

and methods that create personalized anatomic models.
Data-driven skin models. Learned statistical body

models [2,3,20,23,41] leverage large datasets of 3D scans.
In our work, we use STAR [23] to represent the body sur-
face with two parameter vectors (βS ,θS) controlling the
shape and pose of the body, respectively.

Data-driven bone models. In medicine, patient-specific
3D bone models are very valuable. Since many scanning
modalities are 2D (X-ray), numerous methods address fit-
ting 3D models to 2D images. However, as pointed out by a
review of existing methods [29], most models are restricted
to individual bones (or groups) and are learned from 3D in-
formation. Our method learns a 3D skeleton model from
2D DXA images.

Fitting models to images. The literature of methods fit-
ting 3D body models to 2D images is wide [5, 7, 11, 12, 16,
17,26, 27,35, 37,39] and was recently surveyed [42]. How-
ever, less work fits such models to X-ray images. Pansiot
and Boyer [24] leverage video-based surface motion cap-
ture to recover a volumetric representation of the hand from
planar X-ray images. In our work, we leverage a silhouette
term [46] and regressed landmarks to fit models of the body
surface and the skeleton to the segmented DXA images.

Personalized anatomic models. Several works have ad-
dressed the problem of creating a personalized anatomic
model of a subject from external or internal observations.

Gilles et al. [10] propose a morphing algorithm to regis-
ter a template skeleton to a target skeleton mesh or 3D im-
age. The registration is done by alternating elastic and plas-
tic deformations, and joint position corrections constrained
by prior kinematic information. At each step, the deformed

individual bones are projected onto a statistical model of the
bone to ensure plausible bone shapes. Since the bone shape
space is built from synthetically deformed bone shapes and
not from actual bone scans, it is unclear how representative
the shape space is of the population.

Saito et al. [31] simulate the growth of fat, muscle,
and bones to generate new body shapes. Kadleček et
al. [15] propose a physics-based anatomic model that can be
adapted to input 3D scans, where, similar to Zhu et al. [43],
the bones are deformed using linear blend skinning with
bounded bi-harmonic weights. While the obtained bones
are visually plausible, these models are neither learned from
data nor validated against it.

In Phace [13], two independent face and skull shape
models are combined to infer a probabilistic distribution of
the face given a skull. This goal is similar to ours, as we
want to infer the skeleton shape from the body shape. In
contrast, however, we do not have a statistical shape space
for the whole skeleton, and thus we learn it.

Wang et al. [38] propose a method to scan a hand with
MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) and create an accu-
rate, personalized anatomic model. The model can plausi-
bly extrapolate to new unseen poses with high visual real-
ism. The created model is person-specific and cannot be
inferred from skin observations.

Zoss et al. [44] propose a method to track the invisible
jaw from the visible skin surface. In their method, they pro-
pose a calibration phase to adapt the jaw size to a new sub-
ject. OSSO goes further, as the shape of the bones is esti-
mated from the outside in addition to their location.

Bauer et al. [4] infer the skeleton of a subject from
RGBD images of the skin. Their skeleton inference method
is based on Anatomy Transfer [1] with extra constraints po-
sitioning the bones inside the body and avoiding bone in-
tersections. Bones are parametrized with affine transforma-
tions, and results are not validated on medical data.

The recent BASH model [32] couples a musculoskele-
tal biomechanical model to the SCAPE model [3]. BASH
generates a skeleton from sparse measurements, but the ob-
tained anatomy is not validated on medical images. Unlike
STAR, the SCAPE model does not guarantee constant bone
lengths when reposed. The main difference with BASH is
that we use a data-driven approach to learn to infer the shape
of the skeleton inside the human body, and we validate on
medical images.

The most related work to ours is Anatomy Transfer
(AT) [1]. In AT, a skeleton is generated from only the ex-
ternal shape of an avatar, without requiring a particular ini-
tialization. Given a target body shape, an anatomical tem-
plate is morphed to match it. The surface of the anatomical
model is deformed using Laplacian deformations, and the
underlying anatomy is interpolated, except for the bones,
which are deformed with affine transformations. The skele-



tal structure is enforced by defining springs between the
bones that keep them coherent. In our work, we use a sim-
ilar approach by leveraging the Stitched Puppet graphical
model [45]. While AT generates a plausible anatomy for
any kind of humanoid avatar, the generated anatomy is not
validated on real data. Our work goes beyond AT by using
data to learn the skeletal deformation space and by provid-
ing a quantitative evaluation on real DXA images. We con-
sider Anatomy Transfer to be the baseline and compare our
predictions to theirs.

Lastly, recent work by Wong et al. [40], shows that the
human internal body composition can be predicted from
solely body surface measurements. Our work is comple-
mentary to theirs, as OSSO predicts the geometry and loca-
tion of the skeleton inside the body surface.

3. Data

A key contribution of our work is to create a unique
dataset for training and evaluation that contains paired outer
surface (skin) and skeleton (bone) meshes (RS ,RB) from
DXA images. The dataset is made available to the commu-
nity as a Biobank Returned Dataset.

Creating the dataset has several steps: (1) we segment
DXA images to get the silhouettes of the body and bones
(Sec. 3.1), (2) we create synthetic skeleton silhouettes and
use them to learn to predict landmarks (Sec. 3.2), (3) we
register STAR [23] to the skin silhouette images (Sec. 3.3),
(4) we create a custom skeleton model (Sec. 3.4) and regis-
ter it to real skeleton binary masks (Sec. 3.5). Fig. 3 shows
an overview of the dataset creation procedure.

3.1. Skin and skeleton masks from DXA images

From the input images (IS , IB), we compute the corre-
sponding skin and skeleton segmentation masks (MS , MB).
For the skin mask MS , we threshold IS . As some small ar-
tifacts remain, mainly due to pixels in the lungs with low
intensity values, we detect the closed contours on the image
and fill in small areas. In Fig. 2 we show pairs of input IS
and the obtained mask MS .

The automatic segmentation of bones in DXA images is
still an open problem. Often, DXA image regions are ob-
tained by manually annotating keypoints [34], and accurate
segmentations are performed manually [6]. Moreover, these
methods only focus on a small set of bones. Jamalud et
al. [14] use a U-Net to segment body parts from DXA scans
that are relevant for scoliosis classification. Unfortunately
the code is not available

In our work, we use a simple heuristic to automatically
segment the bone tissue in the bone images: we assume that
the X% brightest pixels in each IB image belong to bone
tissue. We empirically set X = 20% for the male DXAs
and X = 17% for the female. As small artifacts remain

(earrings, clothing, etc.), we remove small connected com-
ponents with an area less than 50 pixels. Note that we do
not claim to segment all bone tissues in the DXA images.
While our segmentations are coarse, they capture the struc-
ture and location of the bones inside the body (as shown in
Fig. 2); this is what we need to fit a 3D skeleton to them.

3.2. Computing landmarks from the silhouettes

Many model-based human pose estimation methods rely
on fitting projected 3D joints to 2D landmarks. Landmark
detection must be automated as we fit thousands of DXA
images. Existing landmark detectors, of course, do not
work with DXA imagery. Consequently, we train a land-
mark detector for skeleton binary masks MB . To do so,
we generate synthetic training data using an initial skeleton
mesh similar to the one from Anatomy Transfer (AT) [1].
We rig the skeleton so that we can control it with the STAR
shape and pose parameters (see Sup. Mat. for details), and
define 29 landmarks on the skeleton mesh, LI , that are in
correspondence with the 3D joints of the STAR model. This
allows us to generate skeletons of different shapes in lying
down poses, which we render as binary images with the pro-
jected landmarks, giving us paired training data.

To bridge the domain gap between the synthetic silhou-
ettes and the DXA segmentations, we augment the data by
eroding and partially masking the rendered skeleton silhou-
ettes, while keeping the landmarks fixed. From the syn-
thetic silhouettes of the skeleton, we train the landmark de-
tector using a stacked hourglass network [22]. In Sup. Mat.,
we provide the details and evaluation of this network.

3.3. Skin surface from DXA

A key step is to estimate the 3D body shape of a sub-
ject from their 2D DXA segmentation MS . There is prior
work on fitting a body surface model to DXA images using
a silhouette [19, 30]. These methods, however, assume that
a 3D scan of the subject is available. Since this is not the
case for us, we fit the 3D parametric model STAR [23] to
the silhouette and our predicted landmarks from above.

Since the registration is only conditioned by a silhouette
and 2D landmarks, we need a good pose prior. Thus, we
collected twelve 3D scans of people lying down, computed
their STAR poses, learned a distribution of poses, and use
this as a pose prior Eθ as in [5]. Moreover, we enforce the
hands to stay in the coronal plane with the cost Eh penal-
izing the distance between the hand and the middle of the
thighs.

To fit STAR to the silhouettes, we use the same optimiza-
tion strategy as in [46] and effectively solve for the STAR
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Figure 3. Overview of OSSO: learning and inference. From the input DXA images (IB , IS) we obtain the skeleton and skin masks
(MB ,MS). From the skeleton mask MB , we predict 2D landmarks Li and use them to register STAR to MS and obtain RS and βS . We
then register our skeleton graphical model to MB , Li and RS and obtain RB and its unposed version TB . From the unposed skeletons
TB we learn a skeleton shape space BB ; with paired (RS ,LB(RB)) we learn the regressor RB and with paired (βS ,βB) we learn the
regressor Rβ . At test time, from the body surface (RS ,βS) we regress the skeleton shape Rβ(βS) = βB and optimize its pose to match
the regressed locations RB(RS) = L̃B .

shape and pose parameters (β̂S , θ̂S) that minimize:

ES(βS ,θS ;MS , L̃I) = Esil(ST (βS ,θS),MS)

+ λI ||P (J(βS ,θS))− L̃I ||
+ λβ ||βS ||+ λθEθ(θS) + λhEh(ST (βS ,θS)),

(1)

where ST (βS ,θS) is the STAR mesh and J(βS ,θS) are
the STAR joint locations. Esil enforces the projection of the
STAR mesh to match the silhouette (as in Eq. 6 of [46])1,
L̃I are the predicted landmarks, and P is the orthographic
camera projection function. We denote the obtained mesh
RS = ST (β̂S , θ̂S) (see RS and βS in Fig. 3).

This approach works well, but can fail for cases like se-
vere scoliosis or limb atrophy. These cases have high sil-
houette fitting errors, and we use these errors to detect and
remove failure cases automatically from the final dataset.

3.4. Skeleton graphical model

Now that we have the skin surface, we need the skeleton
inside. To register a 3D skeleton model to the DXA bone
mask MB , we need a model where the individual bones can
freely move and deform but can be controlled with connec-
tivity. Our initial skeleton model (Sec. 3.2) is not well suited
for this task. Thus, we create a new skeleton model, capital-
izing on the stitched puppet [45] and the synthetic shape de-
formation space from GLoSS [47]. The stitched puppet pro-
vides an ideal graphical model formulation, allowing each
group of bones to move independently, while the stitching
potentials enforce the coherence of the full skeleton.

1We use the open available implementation at https://github.
com/silviazuffi/smalr_online

Starting with the same AT skeleton template as before,
we manually define groups of bones that belong to the same
anatomic part, and define the interfaces between these parts.
Unlike the original formulation [45], the stitching potentials
are not defined as springs between corresponding surface
points. Instead, we define corresponding points by select-
ing vertices of connected parts that have a distance below
a certain threshold (see Sup. Mat.). Also, unlike [45], we
do not use a graphical model inference method to regis-
ter the model to data. We refer to the skeleton mesh as
SP (βB , t, r), where (βB , t, r) are respectively the shape,
translation and rotation of all the skeleton parts. As we use
the same AT skeleton template, the landmarks LI are prop-
erly defined.

3.5. Skeleton from DXA

Next, we use the binary skeleton mask MB , the esti-
mated landmarks L̃I and the skin registration RS and opti-
mize for the skeleton model parameters (β̂B , t̂, r̂) that min-
imize EB(βB , t, r) =

Edata(βB , t, r;MB , L̃I ,RS) + Eprior(βB , t, r), (2)

where Edata(βB , t, r;MB , L̃I ,RS) =

Esil(P (SP (βB , t, r)),MB)

+ λI ||P (LI(SP (βB , t, r)))− L̃I ||
+ λiEi(SP (βB , t, r,RS))

(3)

and Eprior(βB , t, r) =

λshape||βB ||+ λpose||r− rT||+
+ λstiEsti(SP (βB , t, r)) + λsyEsy(SP (βB , t, r))

(4)

https://github.com/silviazuffi/smalr_online
https://github.com/silviazuffi/smalr_online


where rT are the rotations of the bones in a manually de-
fined lying down pose, Esti is the − log of the stitching
potentials described in [45], and Esy forces the symmetric
body parts on the right and left to have a similar shape. Note
how landmarks LI here are now written as a function of the
skeleton mesh.

The cost Ei enforces the skeleton to be inside the body
RS and in contact with the skin in some manually defined
regions (knee, tibia, elbow). The implementation details of
this cost are found in Sup. Mat. After the optimization, we
obtain the skeleton’s pose and shape parameters (β̂B , t̂, r̂)

and the registered skeleton mesh RB = SP (β̂B , t̂, r̂) (see
RB in Fig. 3).

Unposing the skeleton registration. Before we can
learn a skeleton shape space, we need to pose-normalize
the optimized skeletons RB . While obtaining the unposed
mesh TS of a STAR fit RS is straightforward - one just ze-
ros the pose parameters, unposing RB is ill-posed as one
can zero the rotations r, but the translations t need to be
adjusted. To constrain the problem, we make the hypoth-
esis that the 3D offsets between the skin and skeleton do
not vary much from one pose to another. From the registra-
tions (RS ,RB) of a low BMI subject, we define 3113 pairs
of skin and skeleton indices {(snp, skp)} and define d0

p =
(RS [snp] − RB [skp]) as their initial 3D offset. This al-
lows us to define a signed distance cost between the unposed
meshes Ed(TS ,TB) =

∑
p wp·(TS [snp]−TB [skp])−d0

p,
with wp = sign(TS [snp]−TB [skp]) ·N(TB [skp]) where
N(TB [skp]) is the normal on the skeleton mesh at vertex
skp. We fix βB = β̂B and find (t̂u, r̂u) that minimize
Eu(t, r) =

λstiEsti(SP (β̂B , t, r)) + λdEd(TS , SP (β̂B , t, r)) (5)

to obtain TB = SP (β̂B , t̂u, r̂u) (see TB in Fig. 3).

4. Method – OSSO
Now that we have paired meshes (RS ,RB) and un-

posed TB meshes, we learn their correlations and how to
predict skeleton landmarks L̃B from the skin vertices RS

(Sec. 4.1). Then, at test time, given an arbitrary STAR
body shape in an arbitrary pose, we predict a skeleton mesh
(Sec. 4.2) and then repose it to match the input skin pose
(Sec. 4.3). See Fig. 3.

4.1. Skeleton statistics and correlation to skin shape

We next learn the correlation between the skin and the
bones. With the unposed skeletons TB , we first compute
a low-dimensional linear subspace BB , representing the
skeleton shape variations using Principal Component Anal-
ysis (PCA). We then learn a linear regressor Rβ that pre-
dicts the skeleton shape space coefficients βB ∈ BB from
the STAR shape space coefficients βS computed in Sec. 3.3.

To properly constrain the 3D location of the skeleton in-
side the body, we define a new set of landmarks LB , com-
posed of three landmarks per bone group. We learn to infer
them from the skin with one linear regressor per landmark.
The regressor RB takes as input the vertices of RS and pre-
dicts the 3D landmarks on RB , i.e. LB(RB). We formulate
the problem as a non-negative least squares problem and
solve it with an active set method [18].

4.2. Inferring the skeleton from the skin

We now have all elements to predict the skeleton shape
from an input body surface in STAR format: (RS ,βS). Us-
ing the learned regressor Rβ (Sec. 4.1) we predict the sub-
ject’s skeleton shape βB = Rβ(βS) from the body surface
shape βS . Then, to properly position the skeleton inside
the body, we pose the body surface in a normalized lying
pose θL

S , obtaining RS(θ
L
S) and predict 3D bone landmarks

RB(RS(θ
L
S)) = L̃B . Let us write SP (βB , t, r) to refer to

the skeleton with shape βB posed with the stitched puppet
pose parameters (t, r). To obtain the bone poses (t0, r0)
that match the predicted landmarks, we minimize:

E(t, r) = λL||LB(SP (βB , t, r))− L̃B ||
+ λctEct(SP (βB , t, r),RS(θ

L
S)),

(6)

where Ect forces the contact between the skeleton and the
skin, see Sup. Mat. for the detailed definition. The obtained
mesh is our skeleton prediction.

4.3. Reposing the inferred skeleton

For arbitrary poses, the simple stitching cost between
bones can not properly model articulations like the knees
and shoulders. We need a more precise anatomical model of
the joints. This could be very detailed (e.g. OpenSim [33])
but would complicate optimization. Hence, we strike a bal-
ance between simplicity and realism and model two key ar-
ticulations in more detail: ball joints and ligaments.

Ball joints like shoulders, elbows or hips should stay in
their sockets. For such joints, we identify sets of vertices
on the skeleton that define the joint socket and the insertion
bone head. We fit spheres to them, and define an energy Ej

that forces the spheres to stay at a similar distance.
To replicate the ligaments of the human knee we define

pairs of vertices at attachment points and an energy El to
constrain their distance. In Sup. Mat. we provide imple-
mentation details of Ej and El.

Note that our articulation models, like all models, are an
approximation to the truth and could be further refined for
specific needs such as extreme bending poses.

Technically, given an inferred skeleton SP 0 =
SP (βB , t0, r0) inside the corresponding lying down skin
mesh ST 0 = ST (θL

S ,βS), and a skin mesh in a specific
pose ST θ = ST (θP

S ,βS), we pose the skeleton inside



ST θ. We first compute the set of d0
p offsets between SP 0

and ST 0 in the lying down pose and then minimize Eq. (5)
to position the skeleton inside the posed body ST θ. Then,
to enforce more realistic anatomic joints we add

E(t, r) = λtEj(t, r;SP 0) + λjEl(t, r;SP 0) (7)

to Eq. (5) and optimize again.

5. Experiments
To evaluate our approach, we first quantify how accu-

rately the skin registrations RS match the skin masks MS

(Sec. 5.1). We then evaluate how accurately our learned
regressors predict the 3D bone landmarks from the skin
(Sec. 5.2). Finally, we quantitatively and qualitatively eval-
uate how the projections of the computed bones overlap
with the DXA bones masks (Sec. 5.3).

In our experimental setting, for each gender, we use a
training set of 1000 subjects and a test set of 200 subjects
from the UK Biobank dataset [36]. We made sure both sets
have the same Body Mass Index distribution. We compare
OSSO with Anatomy Transfer (AT) [1] on the 200 male and
200 female test subjects held out from any learning.

5.1. STAR fits to DXA skin masks

We first evaluate how well our skin registrations RS

overlap with the skin mask MS (Sec. 3.3) on the whole
2400 subjects dataset. We compute the intersection over
union metric, as ideally, all segmented skin pixels in MS

should be covered by the projection of the skin registrations
RS . We obtain a mean of 0.94 for the female subjects, 0.95
for the males, with standard deviations below 0.01.

The small failure regions are due to soft tissue compres-
sion deformations of a lying down person that the STAR
model does not capture. Overall, the skin registrations faith-
fully capture the skin masks (see examples in Sup. Mat.).

5.2. Skin to 3D landmark regressors

We next evaluate the accuracy of the regressors LB

(Sec. 4.1) by predicting skeleton landmark locations from
the body surface on the test set. We train the regressors on
the train set and we evaluate the 3D distance between the
landmarks on the aligned skeleton LB(RB) and the pre-
dicted landmarks RB(RS) = L̃B . In Sup. Mat., we present
the table with the distances for all landmarks (male and fe-
male). Our predictions have a mean distance (MD) below 1
cm: 8.0 ± 6.1 mm for males and 8.4 ± 6.7 mm for females
and all individual landmarks results are consistent among
male and female (±1mm). The more accurate landmarks
correspond to the upper skull (MD < 2 mm) and feet (MD
< 4 mm), whereas the least accurate belong to the hip iliac
crest (MD ≈ 20 mm). We observe that the supervision of
the bone masks MB is stronger in feet and skull than in the
hip iliac crest, which is often not visible (see Fig. 2).

Male Female Male Female
Method ∩R(%) ↑ HD (px) ↓
RB 92 94 8.2 ± 2.6 5.6 ± 1.7
OSSO 88 89 10.6 ± 3.2 9.1 ± 2.3
AT∼ [1] 84 88 14.4 ± 2.9 11.5 ± 3.1

Table 1. Quantitative comparison of OSSO and AT [1]. The ∩R

score standard deviations are all below 2%.

5.3. Evaluation on 2D DXA bones masks

Next, we quantify how similar the predicted skeletons
are to the subject’s skeleton. However, we only have access
to 2D DXA bone images (IB ,MB). In addition, our DXA
bone masks MB are coarse, as some bones, such as the hip
bone are not completely segmented. To account for this, we
require every bone pixel in MB to be covered by the skele-
ton projection, but not the reverse. Given a skeleton RB

and a bone mask MB we compute their intersection ratio
∩R(RB ,MB) = 100|P (RB) ∩ MB |/|MB | as a percent-
age. We also compute the directed Hausdorff Distance (HD)
from MB to P (RB) accounting for the maximum pixel to
pixel distance.

Table 1 presents the results on the test set. In the first row
we evaluate the skeletons RB from Sec. 3.5 to validate that
they faithfully match the masks MB . We obtain mean inter-
section percentages of 92% and 94% and mean HDs of 8.2
and 5.6 pixels for male and females, respectively. OSSO
obtains mean intersection percentages of 88% and 89% and
mean HDs of 10.6 and 9.1 pixels, while AT obtains mean
intersection percentages of 84% and 88% and mean HDs
of 14.4 and 11.5 pixels for male and females respectively.
Consistently, the OSSO predictions have higher mean inter-
section values and lower HD than those of AT.

The presented metric has a limitation: predicting all the
skin volume as bone would obtain a perfect result (∩R = 1,
HD = 0). In Fig. 4 and Sup. Mat. we show that visu-
ally, OSSO’s predictions are coherent and match the DXA
bone images better than Anatomy Transfer. In Sup. Mat. we
provide examples of subjects with high Body Mass Index,
for which Anatomy Transfer predicts a stretched skeleton,
while ours are closer to the DXA skeleton mask.

5.4. Generalization to new poses

Our regressors and model are learned from a limited set
of poses, yet OSSO can predict skeletons from STAR bod-
ies in arbitrary poses (Sec. 4.3). We show several examples
in Fig. 1, Fig. 5 and Sup. Mat. The clothed scans are from
RenderPeople [28] and are part of the AGORA dataset [25],
which includes high-quality SMPL fits to the scans taking
into account clothing. We fit STAR to the SMPL bodies (the
templates have the same topology), and then apply OSSO
to estimate the posed skeleton. Unfortunately, we cannot
quantitatively evaluate the accuracy of the posed skeletons.



Figure 4. From left to right: input RS , AT prediction, overlap
with MB , OSSO prediction, overlap with MB , IB DXA. Overlap
image color code: orange is MB only (false negative), white is the
intersection of both (true positive) and green predicted only.

Figure 5. Qualitative evaluation of the skeleton inference in arbi-
trary poses. OSSO yields visually plausible results.

Although some minor skin interpenetrations remain, the ob-
tained results are visually plausible.

6. Conclusion
OSSO addresses the problem of predicting the skele-

ton of a person from their external body shape. We use
STAR [23] to represent the skin surface, and use a novel
method to learn a parametric shape model of the anatomical
skeleton using thousands of DXA scans. We learn a map-
ping from the external body shape to the skeleton and can
repose the skeleton inside the body subject to various con-
straints. We evaluate OSSO using 2D DXA images from the
UK Biobank dataset where the skin as well as the structure
of the bones are visible. Our skeletal predictions quantita-
tively outperform the state-of-the-art on silhouette reprojec-
tion error. Qualitatively they are also better aligned with the
DXA images. To our knowledge, this is the first method to

quantitatively validate the accuracy of a skeleton predicted
from the body surface.

Limitations, Future Work, and Risks. OSSO predicts
a person’s skeleton from their body shape. If the parametric
body model does not accurately represent someone’s shape,
then the skeleton prediction is likely to be poor. We use
STAR instead of SMPL because it captures a broader range
of body shapes, but it still has limitations. It does not well
represent bodies that are extremely thin, extremely obese,
with scoliosis, the elderly or children, amputees, and trans-
gender individuals. In Sup. Mat., we show failure cases for
out of distribution bodies.

Our current skeleton and its joints, while more realistic
than those of STAR, are still an approximation to the true
human skeleton. For example, we use simplified models of
the spine and lower arm. We plan to add more anatomi-
cal detail to the model in future work. One possible path
would be to integrate our method with existing anatomical
models like OpenSim [33]. Since models like STAR are not
controlled by an anatomic skeleton, posed models may de-
viate from valid human shapes. Future work should retrain
models like STAR with our more realistic skeleton. This
could be done by using OSSO to infer the skeleton for 3D
training scans in a variety of poses. The blend weights and
pose-corrective shapes of a STAR-like model could then be
learned and controlled by the true skeleton.

A limitation of the present study is that our evaluation
is only performed for lying down poses. Ideally, we would
like to train and test our method on complex upright poses.
Currently, this is not possible because there are no datasets
that capture the inside and the outside of the body in vari-
ous poses. Possible technologies include full-body standing
MRI scans or bi-plane fluoroscopy. Both are rare, and the
former has a limited range of motion, while the latter can
only capture small regions (like the knee) and carries a sig-
nificant X-ray exposure risk.

Our work is motivated by applications in medicine,
biomechanics, sports science, etc. Possible negative uses
of the technology would involve capturing the skeletal data
of a person (e.g. from video) without their permission. If fu-
ture work shows that the skeleton is accurate enough to di-
agnose diseases like arthritis, the technology could be used,
without consent, to learn about someone’s risk of disease.
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